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AGL Response to National Energy Transition Authority Bill 2022 

AGL Energy (AGL) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the National Energy Transition Authority 
Bill 2022 inquiry, which proposes to establish an independent statutory authority with powers to guide 
the energy transition and support workers and their communities.  

AGL is a leading integrated essential service provider, with a proud 185-year history of innovation 
and a passionate belief in progress – human and technological. We deliver 4.3 million gas, electricity, 
and telecommunications services to our residential, small, and large business, and wholesale 
customers across Australia. We operate Australia’s largest electricity generation portfolio, with an 
operated generation capacity of 11,208 MW, which accounts for approximately 20% of the total 
generation capacity within Australia’s National Electricity Market (NEM). We have the largest 
renewables and storage portfolio of any ASX-listed company, having invested $4.8 billion over two 
decades in renewable and firming generation.  

AGL’s approach to transition 

AGL has committed to repurposing its large thermal generation sites into low carbon industrial 
Energy Hubs. Our industrial Energy Hubs at Loy Yang, Torrens Island and in the Hunter will bring 
together renewable energy production and storage with energy-intensive industries, centred around 
a shared infrastructure backbone.  

In our inaugural 2022 Climate Transition Action Plan (CTAP) under the Say On Climate initiative, we 
set out our approach to supporting workforce transition, acknowledging that the energy transition is 
an industry-wide transformation that will involve significant changes to the way AGL operates. As we 
manage this transition, the labour and skills required to operate our generation assets will change 
over time. A copy of AGL’s CTAP is attached to this submission. 

In our view, transitioning the workforce at locations of large coal-fired thermal assets will be site-
specific and will need to be managed with local coalitions and partnerships. On the personnel side, 
AGL's approach is to treat people fairly and respectfully, working closely with any impacted 
employees to explore opportunities for career transition. This may include transition to retirement, 
re-training, re-skilling and alternative career pathway opportunities. We will work constructively to 
consult with employees and their representatives to keep them informed and updated as we progress 
through the energy transition.  

Finally, safety will remain AGL’s top priority, and we will focus on the safe and efficient management 
of our thermal assets through to closure, de-commissioning and site rehabilitation. AGL already 
works directly with Federal and State governments in relation to workforce and site transitions and 
we will continue to do so as we transition our thermal generation sites over the next decade. 
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